
The TruckWeight wireless  
handheld on-board truck scale 
The TruckWeight wireless handheld on-board truck 
scale from BulkNet puts you ‘weigh’ ahead when  
it comes to getting loaded correctly and efficiently.

With chain of responsibility legislation, OH & S requirements  
for driver hours and higher fuel prices you absolutely have  
to get a truck loaded in the shortest time possible, loaded  
correctly and loaded to the maximum no matter where  
you are.

Doing so will:

• Eliminate overweight fines

• Reduce time spent weighing and legalising loads

• Maximise axle weights

• Eliminate Weighbridge fees

• Reduce your operating expenses

• Maximise driver productivity

• Eliminate the cost of out of route kilometres wasted 
 driving to the weighbridge

• Reduce disputes over weight and final charges

• Maximise driver retention and recruitment

Weight Sensor

Return On Investment  
can be less than six months. 
The fitting of a load management tool should be a no brainer.  
It will actually return money over most of the life of the truck.

The minute managers add up the cost of traditional methods  
of weighing they realise that no other trucking accessory  
on the market can provide as big a return on investment  
as on-board scales.

Accurate to within 100kg
The ability to scale a truck’s weight by gross and by axle  
and to know that everything is legal takes a monkey off the 
driver’s back.

The TruckWeight wirelesss handheld on-board truck scale  
surpasses all the functionality of conventional hard-wired  
on-board scales without the high cost, wires, cables and  
hassles. With a touch of a button you can easily measure your 
vehicle’s load weight saving you time, money and worry.

TruckWeight works by very accurately measuring pressure  
and temperature changes in your vehicle’s air suspension. 
Simply mount TruckWeight’s tiny sensor to the frame of the  
truck and/or trailer and tee it into the air suspension line with  
the standard tubing and tee provided. After a quick calibration, 
TruckWeight then sends pressure and temperature information 
directly to your handheld receiver, instantly providing you with 
weight measurements accurate to within 0.75% of your gross 
vehicle weight time after time.

The sensors operate on two “AA” batteries. With just the touch 
of a button operators can monitor axle groups and gross  
vehicle weight, either from the cab or within 30 metres  
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of the vehicle. Small, lightweight and durable TruckWeight  
is virtually worry free. It’s water proof, weatherproof, shock  
resistant, non-corrosive and accurate in temperature extremes 

ranging from –40C to +70C.

Why the TruckWeight wireless handheld  
on-board truck scale from BulkNet  
is the better solution for you and your business.
TruckWeight was created to fill the gap left by existing vehicle 
weighing technologies. Prior to TruckWeight you could either:

1. Use pay-per-use scales that result in out of route  
 km and lost productivity.

2. Invest in expensive station based scales that are a lot  
 less flexible.

3. Leverage complex, vehicle based systems that  
 are confusing to use, difficult to install and maintain,  
 and are relatively expensive.

4. Use an inaccurate air gauge that still results in scale 
 charges, out of route km and wasted time and fuel.

Handheld Unit
Realising there was a much better way, BulkNet sort  
out experienced truck part experts that are top electronics  
technologists and engineers to introduce the TruckWeight 
wireless handheld on-board truck scale. 

The scale is designed for simplicity, convenience,  
reliability and affordability from start to finish. It has been  
tested in harsh, high vibration environments for two years  
with zero failures. Using the most rugged parts available 
the TruckWeight wireless handheld on-board truck scale from 
BulkNet has a solid 2-year warranty.

Get your TruckWeight wireless handheld  
on-board truck scales from BulkNet Pty Ltd
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